
 

 

   Top left is Google Street View before City-owned diseased white ash (visible just right of white object near photo center) was removed, 

and below is identical view after August 2019 tree removal, showing brown topsoil patch over ground-up trunk, all located in the portion 

of unopened Perry Street conveyed by City in 2020 and 2021. At right is Google satellite view showing same brown patch after 2019 

work. To the left of the distinct fence is the left half of the City retained easement for a future drainage pipe and left of that the lands 

conveyed by the City in 2019. To the right of that fence is the right half of the drainage easement and right of that the additional portion 

of unopened Perry Street conveyed in 2020 and 2021, long after City work on then City land. 

 

Omissions from Gard report contradict the report’s conclusions 

 Special Counsel’s report alleging City DPW work on private property in the area of Finch Street, 

dated April 5 2021 and first received, in whole or in any part, by DPW as it was published by WDOE 

on April 21 2021, omits three critical and indisputable items that lead to the conclusion that City 

workers did not cut a tree or trees on non-City property. These are the three critical omissions: 

1) Chain of title in the report is incomplete. The report only discloses a 2019 deed transfer of a 

portion of the westerly one-half of Perry Street. Omitted are the deeds dated 2020 and 2021, 

and filed as official public records with the Chautauqua County Clerk, for the easterly one-

half of Perry Street. The survey map, in possession of the City Law Department which was 

not contacted for the report, can be over-layered on the report’s photographs to show that the 

pre-2019 tree or trees were on the easterly portion of the unopened, but City-owned until 2020 

and 2021, Perry Street. 

2) In all of the publicly recorded deeds, the City of Dunkirk retained a perpetual easement to 

construct a drainage pipe through the portions of unopened Perry Street that were conveyed 

in 2019 and in 2020 and 2021. This easement totals 15 feet and needs to be clear of trees for 

the City to exercise the public-benefit future installation of a drain line for the larger 

surrounding area including City roads and road ditches. 

3) The location of the cut tree or trees is not well established by the satellite photographs in the 

Special Counsel report. A better determination can be made by qualified analysis of historical 

Street Views by Google Maps. That determination shows the cut tree or trees were on pre-

2020 City land and on perpetual City easement land. The photos above, with their captions, 

illustrate this determination. 


